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ABOUT THIS PAPER:

As, this contribution is intended for a workshop presentation, it deals as much with unsolved

probleims as with solutions. This dichotomy is reflected in parts I and 11. In part I considerable

space is devoted to the context of the assessment of military sy~stemls with particular emphasis

on command and control (C2). Together with communications, all three are known as 03. EA

short definition of 03 is the people, procese RPland equipment through which military operations

are controlled end commanded.] My purpose is to portary a sense of the uncertainty which,

perforce, pervades any peactime military evaluation. Included in part I is a discussion of the

special problems of asuIng C2/C3. Part I contains no answers, only the context for an

investigation. For a workshop the latter may be as important as the proposals for solutions. In

part 11, cue histories of two methodological solutions to the problemi of dealing with uncertainty

are presented. Selected vugraph material from the verbal presentation are inicuded herein.

PART 1: UNCERTAINTY IN MILITARY ASUSES~IENT

BACKGROUND

Local Influences

In 1970 a watvershedl article by Bellman and Zadsh appeared in the Inucnal of Menegneda

&J=~ entitled *D~ecision Making in a Fuzzy Environment", [Bellman and Zadeh 19701 After

some vary brief considerations of my situation, I come to the conclusion that I need look no

further than my immediate surroundings for a fuzzy decision environment. It happenend,

Incidently, that my position at the time was with the Office of the Chief of Staff of the Army in

the Pentagon. Despite the oppairent inconguity between the popular conception of the Pentagon
as a place where only crisp decision making takes plowe, it is in fact a place where people must

cope with uncertainty on a daily basis. The peace time decision maker in the Pentagon does not

ftl with circumstance on a particular battlefield. He deals rather with what might happen on
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some battlefield In a war he hopes will never be fought. Understanding that the Pentgon was,

and remains, a fuzzy environment served not only to introduc me to fuzzy set theory, but as

importantly, to orient my perceptions as to the true nature of the surroudings.

Prior to reaing the Bellman and Zadah article I probably adheredl to the clasicul approach to

the elimination of uncertainty. This is the trio of hard work, closer observation, anid above all,

more data. When the world about you is fuzzy, then only hard work remains from the foregoing

trio. More fine grain examination only exacerbates the fuzzinua. In fact, theoratical

argumients exist In the fuzzy aet literature which gainsay the Importance of more data In

fact, fuzzy set theory predicts that only reformulation of the problem can further reduce

fuzzinuess once wrn limit hee been reahd CAu 19771

As I examined my aniowlme, nt further, I observed that It was not only fuuy,. but that is also

was wont to operate on subjective Judgements. This was particularly true of "military

Judgement" far which many unnecemsry end defensive apologimesontinwm to-be mad.. In fact

subjective judgement appeare to be a stanifmrd mefth of coping with uncertainty. It appears to

beea legitimate wwa, of coing with a number of common difficulties In environments such as the

Pentagon. Far example, all the following create a climate of urartaintV:

o A firm requirement to predict whet owns to be the free future end plan aocor dingly.

o Performing legitimate foreocasting in the preec of subjective, biased, or indeed

errowneu information.

o Incorporating political aspects of aproblem.

o Producing a plan whose inputs are a marriag of scientific certainty end

guessltimata exptrepoletion and missing information.
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(I would hasten to add that we do not consider the term subjective synonomous with politically

motivated action.)

Coping with Uaerteinty in Assesment

The option of no decision due to uncertainty is not aailable. How then to deal with this climate

of extreme uncertainty? At this juncture three dlvergent paths are open.

a One n ty to remove the subjectivity; and otharwis ameliorate the uncertainty in the

inputs. (The result could be called fectoids. (Datamation 1986]) The "objectivized" data

is then subject to a variety of tools, many of which may be subjective. This is the path

most often followed. Common examples include programs which are based on weighting

constituent characteristics, or goal programming.

o Ono can also try to operate precisely on the subjective inputs end imprecise date.

This path Is les often followed. Examples include elaborate liner progrms

based on Delphi input, and multi-attribute utility theory approaches.

o One cr also try to operate scientifically, but not necessarily precisely, on subjective

inputs. This path seems last often followed Examples include some expert systems,

fuzzy sets, and evidence theory.

In fuay sets I found a suitable tool for exploiting the third path. A good prtion of this paper

will recount the cas history of a major attempt to deal with uncertainty using fuly sets. In

particular, a computer coda to aggregate (roll-up) information, based on the operational status

of units expr. esa color labels, will be treated Other cas histories will be sketched

including one which uses a form of imprecisely specified multi-attribute utility theory.

Because any approach taken must be directly available to Pentagon action officers and analysts,
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arty solution to dealing with uricertainty must be directly available on a local aera computer

network and employ techniques which art transparent to the user and avoid the need for precise

and highly granular M&e

THE SPECIAL PROBLEMI OF EYALUATINO MILLITARY C3

The Colett

The triad of command and control plus comimunications, (and sometimse Intelligence anIo

computers) presents a specialized challenge to dealing with uncertaintly. 03 represents

infra-structure The command control portion (C2) especially can only really be Judged by

whet is caum other elements to do. or by what It prevmnto from happening. Thus, estimating

the effect of future C3 pr ograms entails foresting the uncertain performance of the weapons

and people controlled, and their employment against a projected (and therefore uncertain) foe.

Against this fabric of uncertainty, the evaluation of 03 must takce place The anays must decide

whether the propoaedC2/C3 schemeswith their own degresof uncertain performance willooet

only guide the forme, but elso work either to limit, or to enhance, the uncertainty of the

battlefield. The estimation prcesthereoroes nottakeplace In theabtet Thus, we can

undergtu the functioning ofeacommumicston network perfectly, sal still he highly uncertain

as to the degree to which it supports the main objectives; be they keeing the peace or waging the

war. In this estimation procesone cialo confronts the problem of deciding both what Is

probable, and elso whet Is possible.

To my waV of thinking both the actual functioning of C2 systems in which human decision enters,

and the peectims emulation of such systinms, are paradgm of approximate, reuoir4g They wre,
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as well, quintessentially, fuzzy processes. This paper will now focus on the peacetime

managerial process of evaluating C2/C3 systems. The difficult question of how C2/C3 systems

behove when employed in en active defenee situation is subsumed in the prior evaluation.

A Distinction

Before moving to a closer exmination of uncrtainty in the evaluation of C2/C3, and the case

histories, the focus of this paper needs to be narrowed still further, The basis of the narrowing

is a distinction between strategic and tactical C2/C3. Loosely speaking, we may assume that:

o Strategic systems involve the global reach of the armed forces, and whet Is more they

have comn to be identified rather excluslvely with the forces that deliver nuclear weapons.

o Tactical systems involve more lcalized combt against a variety of threat postulations

Wheree the strategic forces wre pre-confligured for a rather specific role aainst a

defined threat, the tactical forces repreasent rather more a collection of resources

which can be rapidly molded Into the configuration needed to oppose a generalized threaL

Figure I summorium the posited role of tactical 03.

[FI•URE 1 OES HERE]

Strotei C3 System Uncertainties

Analysis of strategic 03 systems, which forms the bests of that input to the evaluation cycle, is

quite scientific and precise compared with analysis of tactical 03 systems, In order to

understand this, one may think of a spectrum In which we move from manning the equipment to

equipping the men. The C3 systems associated with the former are strategic. They tend to be

equipment oriented, while the letter are associated with tactics and so Involve a considerable

amount of real time human decision making. 6I
V nNzi
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6SETS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
FOR COMBAT

a A SOURCE OF COMBAT
OBJECTIVES AND DIRECTION

*CHANNEL FOR PROVIDING
RESOURCES AND RESUPPLY

*ARGUABLY THE SOURCE
OF THE

SELF-ORGANIZATION
PRINCIPLE FOR COPING
WITH CHAOS IN COMBAT

Figure 1: Summary of Tactical C3 Roles
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While there is uncertainty in projecting the performance of strategic systems, one Is dealina

chiefly with the probability that concatenations of systems will perform as premised. This

entails modelling equipment performance, natural phenomena, and the consequence of certain

military decisions, e.g. nuclear detonations. We we pretty good at this kind of analysis.

Although the C3 would function In real time, the C2 Is analyzed in "virtual time" by exhaustive

procedures that test all contingencies. Then, if It is ever needed, the 03 process would be

simplified as follows.

World-wide sensing systems would report and be centrally evaluated so as to produce a

recommendation to the President Upon his dacision, the function of the strategic C3 systems

becomes that of gurAnteeing delivry of his decision to the fighting forc. Becse, m of time

constraints, the forces thon exercise one of many options which they have previously been

directed to use. Analysis thus reduces to only one of the tried, namely communications

reliability. The reel uncertainty lies In the intelligence estimates on which the strategic

scenrics wre baed. Worst cae scenario are popular. Since they generally cost too much, the

finally identification of uncertainty in the striegic evaluation came maps over into the

uncertainty of risk ases4ment.

Tactical 03 System Uncertalnties

By their very design tactical 03 systems re intended to be glnefrt resources. From thefe

resources, a "immander's staff will build a temporary configuration to meet the current

requirements. Thus, the specific role my 03 system may play in a combt scenario tlies

somewhere within a large envelope of possibilities. Tactical systems do have specific functional

niches for example, mobile subscriber systems, satellite HF terminals, However, how

specific 03 systems will relate to other pieces of tactical gear can be uncertain. In choosing

8
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these examples I have deliberately biased the problem toward evaluation of joint tactical

operatiwia involving the lend/air battle. It is a far less straigtforward problem than sayi,

tactical shipboard C3.

Unlike strategic communications, where there is a demonstrable one to one correspondence

between outcome r4d system pert ormaru, nowituh assuranc attaches to tactical

communications gear. In fact, tactical 03 analysis is often replaced by communications path

analysis In analogy to the strategic case. One can programs from pure communications systems,

through nearly automated sewo systems, and various display and decision aiding C2 systems

suW as we found aboar ships, to 02 systems having a considerable human element At eath step

the uncertainty In welekition inreaes

In place of statements about the degree to which outcomes are influecd ame finds shibboleths.

Three of the most common we "timelinhssl, 'accuracy", and "Wentity's of the dat transmitted.

Thousands of meneap am transmitted for a handul of combat outcomes. In the face of

uncertaInty the designer strives to transmit rierythini While timely and accurate deta may be

useful, quatity ronnbe positively couter prodecive. Resilienice of 0systems to thedisruption

caueed byelectronio warfare Isto better measure than any of the previous three. In aun, lie

jamming Introduces third order uncertainty Into the analyis. Rsafting the chain of

uncertainty which relates the evaluation of tactical 03, we hae" following worst cme sequence.

C2/C3 systems of uncertain performance influenc...

the performmmc of combat In uncertain ways...

against an uncertain foe..
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The Basic Source of Uncertainty in C2/C3 Analysis

The raw material of the C2 process are future event chains. Their creation and control Is the

objective of C2. Communications are an element in the proem. How then to assess uncertainty

in systems designed to control (and sometimes create) uncertainty?

The simplest method is simply to eliminate uncertainty by flat. One assumes the uncertainty

away either in whole or In part. Thus, we decide that C2 systems will perform as indicated;

that they will influence combat as advertized; and that the combat will take piece according to a

prescripted (and therefore certain) scenario. Only the degee of succm is in doubt.- The

arguammit goes bottom up, and follows the line of the fable that:

"for want of a nail the ho wm lost",

"for want of a shoe the hao was lost",

"...the kingdom was lost"

The problem with the foregoing is that the projection may be irrelevant The usual Question Is

"did the message got through", which Is succe of sorts However, for evaluation purposes, the

question is rather "did the message have any baring on the outcome?"

At the other extreme Is the response which concatenates all the worst cam scenarios that the

mind of the analyst can dream up. This leads Invariably to huge and expensive Investments In

C2/C3. Since the worst case sequencing resulted in systems which may have prevented

something from happening, how is that outcome to be judged. Congress incidently may then

assume that since nothing did happen, that nothing would have happenedi The haplessdecision

10
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maker then cuts beck his worst case sequencing. At that point he enters the murky waters of

risk mnalysis, In fact evaluation becomes nearly the same as risk assessment.

The case histories and methods shortly to be reported choose a middle ground. They are based on

the desire to make the most of informed military judgement. That Judgeement Is to be bolstered

by techniques which directly addres the fundamental uncertainties, naV chaos, of combat. The

appoech is two tiered: a suite of computer based methodologies for purposes of etretegic end

tactical C3 system analysis in plausible scenarios; and a suite of analysis programs for

assessing aspects of C2 which use both reel and simulated date. Figure 2 summarizes the special

assessment problsms of tacticel C2.

LFIOURE 2 GOES HEREI

I,
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* C2 IS A SECOND ORDER EFFECT
WHICH COMPOUNDS UNCERTAINTY

a C3 HAS A PARADOXICAL ROLE
TO BOTH

ELIMINATE AND ENHANCE
UNCERTAINTY IN COMBAT

a C2 HAS THE UNCERTAINTY
OF ENORMOUS COMPLEXITY

AND COMBINATORICS

a THERE IS NO THEORY OF
COMBAT OR C2

a C3 ASSESSMENT INCLUDES THE
ADDITONAL BURDEN OF

RISK ASSESSMENT

a THE ESSENCE OF C2 IS CONTROL OF
FUTURE EVENT CHAINS

Figure 2: Some Special Assessment Problems of C3

12
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Avenues to Assessment of C3

It is neessary first to review the generlized options open to the analyst and diecision maker

faoed with the task of assessment, They meV be categorized as follows:

o Computer Simulation and Interactive War Games

o Field Tests/Engineering Tests/Training Exercises

a Analytical Solutions

o Expert Judgement

The trouble with the first two is rooted in a classic design of experiments problem. Becmuse 02

changes outcomes, oonsiderable statistics have to be accumulated for any configuration. When

one adds the fact that combat usual'y destro~s elemeants of the C3 Infrastructure, the universe of

outcomes is even larger. In theory on. then repeats the proes foreac~h 02/C3 configuration.

Practically speaking, this Is usually Impossible. Some nominal configuration, for which no

* damage to C3 Is perm Itted, Is usual ly sualyad.

Forn nalysisaofthe influence of mesaegetraffic we have developed atool calledC03EVAL in

which one module models a system of command nodes (Robinson, at al 19861 A separate module

modls combat Both modules ame straightfoward in themselves but can generate very complex

Interactions. The model is useful for first order assessment of major ch lnges1 in orgmnizational

structure. Coupling between combat outcomes end message traffic can be surpiuingly weak

* MOrding to this model. Rather, the overall effect of the higher headquiater seems to be the

following: to set and adjust boundary conditions for combat; to supply resources; and to

oaccsionally make wase resources available locally, e&g. air strikes.

Under development within mnother branch of OJCS (JU81 is3 mother mojor high level model called

13
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JAW5 for Joint Analytical War Oanmtng System. It has C2 built into it. It i3 being written in C

end will be object oriented code. Both the foregoing design choices are greatly facilitating

development of a simulation in which the interaction of combat, planning and C3 can be modelled.

Turning to the third option we find that the trouble is this. There Is no accepted theory of

combat, let alone C2. Everything is largely empirical. Fragmentary theory elements such as

Lanchester Equations are stretched to the limit in simulations. in another semi-analytical

solution one finds that the designers dis!pese with C3 entirely end instead, collect Ino-Ands of

"factors" about consumption, estimated attrition, rat. of advam, iat, etc. These are then put

Into some kind of computer program which does bookkeeping on the factors for a totally

p;reeripted cenrIto. Periods covered can run to weeks. Such en epproach might be

trustworthy for trench warfare, but little else. It is yet another example of worst case analysis.

Communications theory does, however, permit amlytical solutions. Unfortunately, linking

communications survival to combat outcomes encounters the difficulty in the proceeding

paragraph.

For theatre level analysis of C3 our approach has been two pronged first, develop missing

analysis tools for C2; second, cope with expert judgement where it seemed the only reliable

input Our chllenge was then the need to use expert/subjective judgement in an analytical

fashion, end to deal analytically with envelopes of uncertainty.

The rest of this contribution will outline steps we have taken to develop tools to expand aneylsis

horizons, and to deal with subjective Information. Everything which is listed fells under the

14
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general umbrella of the'electrontc workbench', which is our term for the widespread use of a

local area network af computer workstations by the action officers and the analysts. We close

PartI with a list of currently (winter 1986/87] active tactical C2 analysis efforts which we

sponsor. Figure 3 summer izes the foregoing discourse.

[FIGURE 3 GOES HERE)

Anghiss Tnla
a Analysis of tactical C2 connectivity and systems configurations using a tool or

georephers and sociologists called agmaIsji [Dockery 1984] It is based on an analysis of

simplicial compisms It has been shown to be Isomorphic to graph theory but more useful when

the problem lacks intial structure. The cnet of.a structural 'backeloth' rises, over which

goneiric traffic flows. The baokoloth 'permits ard aillow, but does not requires' transactions to

occur, (Gould u.ahnd son 1986]

o Through the hmtin intw.*Ijn_ fI ahjM. Eqs imtmgU= We ar gaining an

appreciation of the unrtinty masked by deterministic solutions. White noise Is added to the

usual Lancheiwste qaion. utoami show considerable veriability, Our working hypothees

Is that C2actst control the noiseof combat [Cobb and Harrison 19861

o Development of mjrm n f affmttvina for Q~ frmn Pstri bM mobaviI (Moore

19861

o Exploration of the amtrgant u It=mr mmifalth as vwnraors of a decision landscewe

TIIs work has proven to ba a very rich source of result&. (Woo~ck 1986] Efforts to

date have

- Statistically fitted a Cusp manifold to simulated combat dats;

- Embedded C3 and combat conceptually in a Butterfly manifold;

- Found the Double Cusp manifold to be a source of extended Lanchester Equation;

15
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* STRAIGHTFORWARD PARADIGMS
RECURSIVELY APPLIED

* MODERN MATHEMATICS
MADE TRANSPARENT

VIA COMPUTER SCREENS

a INTRODUCTION OF THE
"ELECTRONIC WORKBENCH

* STUDY COMPLEX INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN

SIMPLE COMPONENTS

Figure 3: General Methodology Guidelines for Dealing
with Uncertainty

16
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- Explained C2 in low Intensity conflict, and

- Discoverled chaos In the coefficients of the time depenln CuM equations when

time Is trated discretely. (Incidently, the lot was en alternate abstrect to this

oExploration of all~~ munnt a mn~I nf C2JA Av ewahat Inin'tactins. This

work shold address the large number of ordinary differental quetions (ODE) needed to

aftre certain comibat modelling problems. (This work Is just beginning.)

o Work in using more gimni nnn-Inw, tim.e~~ti~tm for comba which

includo diffusion end convection terms, and which also embed Lanchester Equations.

Reslts mforth~edofl fotmetesread of fo meti o hemrh, and attrition a

forme olow Control of the Integration ml~ involve the urn of fumy dee An extensive

partial differenial jeqution (PD!) formulation Is involved., (Prutopopacu at

al 19871

o The a~~m lrud* alluded to.

Figure 4 sumermaze the floralin in terms of the special ww~ltainties, ad$--ieed by soh.

(FIGURE 4 GOES HERE)

o "'Construction aid use of the dwP m elmw JutO~aw (PAR)I rolet

a **Introdujction, us. and extenuions of flod~v5~~1In Multi-Attributs Utilit

Ib(I8(1AUT [chere 19861

o Dwe'lopment of the MCM~I~r Cammmnd wid C~wtfra Fvolatn Strwturmr (MICES), which

Is en approach to C3 architecture comnparison using a robust but simple Information

pr nceemaisng paradigm. With the aid of heuristics, it step the user throl mncoenively

17
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O 0-ANALYSIS FOR UNCERTAIN STRUCTURE

a STOCHASTIC L.E. FOR RANDOM EFFECTS

U PETRI NETS FOR UNCERTAIN MOES
AND

FUZZY SETS FOR OPERATIONS ON MOES

a CATASTROPHE THEORY FOR
PRODUCING A LANDSCAPE CONTAINING

ALL THE UNCERTAINTIES

a CELLULAR AUTOMATA FOR THE
UNCERTAINTY OF TOO MANY ODEs

a NON-LINEAR PDES FOR THE
UNCERTAINTY OF MOVEMENT

IN TIME AND SPACE

a C3EVAL MODEL FOR THE
UNCERTAIN CONNECTION
BETWEEN MESSAGES AND

COMBAT OUTCOMES

Figure 4: Summary of Analysis Efforts Linked to the
Kind of Tactical C3 Uncertainty Which They Address
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deeper layers of detailed analysis for each function In the information processing

paradigm. (Sweet 19861

o Invustigations into the apphlction of .enu~t "a~ms softwarn to the problem of

introducing and tracking Q3 requirements as they pass through the Planning,

Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS) cycle.

o Introduction of a suite of highly intuiltive multI-g~M1/tkhuta mmputw prag=.e

[(Tilman and Hwang 19861

**Case Histories follow.

Figur 5 summarize the foregoing In tarms of the special urcortainties addr essed by each.

[FIGURE $GOES HERE)

Before taking up the -as hiutarim, a word abut the fundamental diffarence between the first

two ntriesmathe precestlng listi Is norder. The firstofthem, thePAR roll up, adopts a

strictly bottm u pruosol The progruming ap vateiach that it 'forgets! the details of the

oonetit~unt proeanus en aro roll up Is complete It remembers only kay elements In the

proma These we cell simply, 'thedrivers.

Theam o the two, which is ISMA , Itastrict top down aprotch tooadeision aid. Ittgoal

Is the =ontruction of dominanc digraphs from an Input matrix of alternatives and utility

attributes. Its pxrogr aming operatesu~ch that It 'remembers all details of the Interaction

between, and within, all levels. At all times the algorithms suek to tradt-off all available

information, and all designated hiearerhial clusters of information.

Diatinctions are also observed in the way the two duel with uncertain dat The PAR program

19i
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a PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT USING
FUZZY SET LOGIC EMBEDDED IN A

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
UNCERTAINTY IN LINGUISTIC ASSESSMENTS

a ISMAUT FOR UNCERTAINTY
IN SPECIFYING UTILITIES

* EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR
THE UNCERTAINTY IN
WORKING BACKWARD

FROM GOALS

MULTI-GOAL & -ATTRIBUTE
PROGRAMS FOR UNCERTAINTY

IN
CONFLICTING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Figure 5: Decision Aiding Tools Linked to the Kind of

Tactical C3 Uncertainty Which They Address
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neeft little in the way# of numerical data, working Insteadl with linguistic Yariables, For

ISMAUT, on the other hand, we need numerical Information but only in the minimum form of a

rank ordsring

21
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PART II: CASE HISTORIES

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem at hand is to present a portrait to the Joint Chiefs on the world wide status of the

degree to which C3 support the globel defense mission of the US government. In order that

improvements can be directed where shortfalls have bea uncovered, some linkage to

progrmmatic dollars must be moeb. We should avoid a negative focus on the deficiencss in the

capability of C3 to provide support. Results of the foregoing assessment process guide decision

makers In allocating constrained budgets for C3 Infrastruoture.

THE PERFORMANCE A3•E88MENT (PAR) ROLL-UP PROSRNf

The Speiflo Chllanq

Bm a global 03 evaluation scheme on information about C3 capabilities to support misions.

Use the Information an c€•ablIty as a kind of hinge so that we can look at capability statements

as pointing In two directions.

(1) Cepabilities con be tied to specific expenditures for equipment, or changes In

peromnnl or orgenlutional prcmxei

(2) Estimateof theopr•etional status of a perticular mission can be Inferred from the

operational status of the rewisite cpabi ities. I
AutomatS the evaluation proess to account for items (1) and (2) above which, heretofore, had

bun manuel,

We can examine the sscn point further. If we knew how well C3 supported the missions, for

which a theatre commander is responsible, end also the digree to which ha depended upon them,

then we could presumably decide just how well theatre operations were supported by C3 assets,

One more level of aggreation, based on like estimates, would Infer global performance from

22
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theatre level performance.

Details of the PAR Proms

C3 capabilities wre phrase in terms of the ability to do something usually associated with 03,

&g. "look more then 30 kms" or "proms more then 1OO messages per interval" or "react

within 6 minutes with a docisionw. Inability to meet such requirements ae translated into

equipment defoiciences or orgmnizotimonl difficulties, eg, a radar which is not powerful enough,

r a conmand staff with the wrong mix of peole. Two Jdgemnts • be mad about these

coiailitiss

o Whit li the operational state of ths cpebilities in a given niuion en theatre context

o To what degres do the rat hisrarchial level depend on each of the constituent elements

at the preceeting level.

Usually, the aggreation proeI occurs within the citU of a theatre of operation until that

level is rec& Mcwie, four operte hiesroies, depedng on the type of military oonflit

anticipated, are involved Peace-crisis, conventimal warfare, and two states of nuclear war.

Each war posture Is further eualuted for the current budget yer and for the FYOP (or five

year defimns prolection)l ome numbers we alm Instrubtlve.

o FIve to seen cepabilities on evere are InrolWed for inch minion

o Seven to ten misiosm on overap support the thestre

o There are ten theetresa* world wide.

**mheatre is used herein as shorthand for the ton unified and spacified commaends which cover

the world both functionally and territorially. Each hes aCINC (commend-in-chief).

23
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The number of combinations, including further sub-structure not yet discussed, apIproches

100,000,

We summarize as follows.

(Sets of C3 capabilities aggregate to

Mission support capabilities.

(Sets of C3 mission capabilities) agregate to

Theatre support capabilities.

(Sets of theatre capabilities) aggregate to

Olobal support capabililites.

In figure 6 the aggregation procie is suwn graphically.

(FIGURE 6 GOE3 HERE).

Actually the process is bit more complex. At both the mission and theatre level, there 'is

sub-structure in the form of sub-levels which correspond to the intensity of the conflict

supported. Then renge from four to six. Additionally the theatre aggregetim sub-levels mey

include more then one mission sub-levell Finally, the mission sub-levels have xme horizontal

sub-structure as well, The C3 capabilities support is more narrowly focued onto support for

three (and sometimes four) C3 sub-functions of the missions. Thes are celled functions and

were respectively.

, MONMTOR OEC/OE EXECUT'E (RECONVST"I'UTE)

This introduces an intermediate need to 'roll-cross' at the mission level before aggregating to

the theatre level. (It also provides the opportunity of maintaining the distinction as well.)

Sometimes Super-Missions, equivalent in level to theatre, are also created by aggregating
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NATIONAL (GLOBAL) LEVEL

RED- THEATRE LEVEL

CATISSION LEVEL f

.• COMB AT DEFENSE

"(ONE SET PER MISSION)

Figure 6: Basic Four Level Hierarchial Structure
[Capabtlities -- >Mlsstons-->Theatres-->61obalI
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combinations of missions over all theatres. See figure 7 for a summary,

[FIGURE 7 GOES HERE]

A Fuzzy Roll-up Program

The search for a proper mathematical framework upon which to base a automated decision

support package began with the basic input. That data was judgemental In nature and expressed

linguistically. Operational readiness statements about the C3 capabilities were often found to be

expressed according to color labels. A GREEN capability was operational without qualification. A

RED one was out of commission. YELLOW, and the various combinations of intermediate colors,

were all somewhere in between. (Two additional limit colors, called SUPER-GREEN and

SUPER-RED, were also added.) Moreover, the linkage between levels was usually stated in

terms of some degree of dependency like ESSENTIAL, or IMPORTANT, or NOT VERY IMPORTANT.

A computer program was evolved which used the linguistic information directly in the following

manner, From the set of color labels for operational reediness of a capability to support a

mission function, a possibility distribution was constructed. In the display following is an

example of such a distribut:on exprmeed as a percmntg.

CAPABILI A10 B.LL ELUX-B. E nR

ABILITY TO LOOK 30KM -- 30 85 45 --

SEND MES,•AE IN 5 MINUTES -- 75 45 -- --

-For each capability, the computer program, through a series of menu driven sameens, solicited
these possiblity distributions. Data was collected In the field at meetings between teams from

the ,JCS, C3SE office and local C3 support staff at each CINC Hq. The aggregation program was

then run by the data collection team to show the local staff the aggregated results. CINC date was

merged in Washington.
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MISSION- I SION - 2 MISSION- 3 - -*MISSION-N

MONITOR DECIDE EXECUTE (HECONSTITUTE)

Figure 7: Detail of Mission Sub-Structure Showing
Conflict Intensity Sub-Levels
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Between each level, (and within the mission level), a fuzzy set set of dependencies was also

constructed. Although the program works with any set of dependencies arnd associated fuzzy

membership functions, a single set of dependencies (for eah level) woo used in the first field

test. Thus, the dependency of the various sub-functions of a mission on the supporting C3

capabilities might be expressed as

(ESSENTIALI0,85, VERY IMPORTANTIO.75, AVEROEIO,6 ,MODESTIO.3 INONEtO. I)

For each capability a matrix Is constructed whose rows are the dependency labels and whose

columns are the color labels. Entries are the possibility distrfution point values. Thus, we

might have the following Note tft no special significance stioulo be attached to the rows of

zeros. In gmnerl the matrix may ha non-wo anwywhere.

MATIXJLEgLhAPAuILITL al

88 OR (3/Y YEL Y/R RED 31R

ESSENTIAL ----- 0-----------

'r.MPORTANT 0 0 0 .30 .85 .45 0

AVERAOE 0 .90 .80 0 0 0 0

MIODEST -------------- 0----

NONEssssssssssssssss0----------

(In practice no more than one row wes usually ever filled in.)
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A set of capabilities was then combined using the fuzzy AND/OR operation between the matrices

for each capability. Computationally this corresponded to selecting the maximum value for each

row-column entry, Thus, where N - C I U C2 U .CN

n* MAXIoij k: k 1 i NI.

But N is only en intermediate matrix result since the row labels wre themselves a fuzzy set.

Kaufmann calls this a conditioned fuzzV matrix, [Kaufmann 1975). In order to get the final

result the ftuzy set corresponding to the row labels must be combined with N. Formally, the

operation Is represented for each element In the resultant row matrix Mi for the mission

sub-level is as follows, where D is the row matrix of dependency labels,

Mik =MAXICMIN~dij~njk]] k [color 31t1

One last ste remains. A projection opmato is applied to Mto get the largest value raw entry.

The resultant color is the label assoated with that entr. In practice, tins were common. To

break tins, the sween prompt asked the user whethe he was a&PESSIMIST or an OPTIMIST. If

the former, th color label clouda to RED waschoflem; wndcontrarwise for the letter. Figure 8

summarizes the (for tiq

IF IGURE 8 OOES HERE)

At this stags the p. o~em has rolled up one set of capabilities that support but one conflict

Intensity sub- level of a single function of one mission in a theatre for one war posture, and one

of the two buotetry horzons. The next ste Is to complete all three (four) mission

sub-functions for all mission sub-levels. In order to achieve the roll across aggregation, a

matrix Is .mostructed for each sub-level using the row matricies M1 discusaW above. The

PrcOss may be either manual, or automatic. It the latter, a word of caution is in order. There
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Y/O (40) 'EsS N

Figure 8: Schematic illustration of C3
Capabilities Rolling Up Into

Mission Sub-Levels
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is a limit to the number of fuzzy operations which can be concatenated before the result is

meaningless. You might say that the orginel input data is 'used up' in a fuzzy program. The

rmon is that after we agrepet to a color we have mae a dision which reducs the initial

fuzzines. Working with the initial results, we opted to let the procss continue automatically.

Although no nrw color information was input, a now and explioit set of depmnmnes of the

mission oan its sub-functions was always reoiired as input

The internal algorithms rolling an-os the functions are the same as those doing the intiel roll

up, and we the self-onme used to roll up from minion to theatre level. (In the letter con,

multiple sub-levels of a mission usually roll up to a single theatre sub-level.) In initial trials

the sutomatic feature was used with a new set of theatre-msion pm noiss Furth~r roll up

to global level rewuired new input as to the possibility that the aggregute color was something

elsen plus a still further set of theatreb lobal du&pe %min was se ld. Sigifiomnt n"

information also enters in at the theatre level in the form of risk amsment. For inetnice

coping with a support mission that has defrlolnoss in its 03 supp when weso eMInt all

other missions. Likewi risk asumment is involved in making global treds-offs anong the

CINC,

FeAturM of the Fuy PAR Roll-up Progrm

In Its final form the computer program permitteod ans limited options aM dmaloes Althloug

only disjunctions were permitted, a menu of disjunctions taen from a paper by duBols and

Pro were available. [duasoe and Prods 19641 Thes worked to weeken the disjunction.

Further, soms limited statistics about entries In the dote bseo were possible.

In terms of dtalogue the ussr can ask to havea color chwnged The program responds by asking
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whetnar he wishes to change any# of the dependencies or possibility distributions. If not, there

is no change. It is also possible to isolate which capabilities drove a result which is not green.

Moreoer, since each capability which Is n ot greents linked in the Wet bae. to a deficiency' and

line Item program, it is possible to lI st those deficiences which must be chaged to Improve the

operational readiness &Wd hence the color,

Nh program has also had a profound impact an budget perceptions, Previous comnputerizations,

and all manual aggregaions, Involve a 'butn counting' exercise far which the amelioration of any

deficiency always results In improved rieinuss, With the fuzzy program it Is quite possible to

have a situation In which the following occurs. A roll-up is green even though 803 of its Input

isreot Converuly, aroll-up Is redevmn though SO oflits Input is green. ituall depenleoan the

chain of omulty. This can never happen with convenional liner aproche T he fuzy

pr o;ras effectively iqwfl the budget prits Almost all programs cousing a resultant

color must be fixed, or the user must manually intervene, before the rediness color chages

This leadt to a concept of lire item propram portfolios containing suites of C3 items requiring

chuips rather than individual item chengec.

Viertilastlmn of the Resuts

The automaWa roll-up was compared with manual results from current and previous yeas. In

all but ou me it matched the earlier outcomes using the simplest of the disjunctive operators.

Hand computations were done to check the mechanics of the program. Results of the aggregation

have bun accepted by the users.

MudqaMent IMpl11cations of Using the Fuzzy Par Program

There were several interesting changes Introduced into the management of the aggregation

pewms
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o Gaming of input to reflect wishes, as opposed to actual needs, was substantially reduced

since the automated program treated all computations equally.

a Merging of results from all CINCI was eaiar since all were directed to provide the same

kind of input to the same program,-

o Dependence anea local contractor, who had heretoors done both dota collection and

manual roll-up, was reduced to data collection and input The military managerial

decisions asociated with the aggregton were again br~ought back to the WCS.

o The computer program now permitad one officer to manipulate the entire data base

affordig a previously unknown dogres of consistmncy.,

o The data ban is evailable in a form permitting further sttistical investigation.

o So colled 'what-if uwur'sionm, in which capabilities alenihane, is now esy to

do where, heretoore, the aggregation was a one shot prca which could rot be repeAtd

Future Developmenst of the PAR Progre

The prora now in BASIC Is being rewritten In PAWeAI and will be tied to a Wang computer

data bass using thei relationul Met bae au Iiguag PACE, Expert system techiques will be aided

to make the progrm more intearctive in detlermining how to chs9 clolr Moresolr, a portion

othe PAR pf bywhich nationaI golsaern eventually Interpreted in termseofC3

capabilities, which had not been previously automated, will be the vbjsot of an attempt to use

goal directed artificial intelligence techniques.

Summary

A computer program, emboaln fuzzy set computational algorithms, aggreate subjective

input data in linguistic form over four hiererchal levels to aid in the production of a national

cmsment of 03 support
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ISM1AU7

Background

The somewhat biblical acronym, standing for 'Imprecisely Specified Multi-Attribute Utility

Theor', represents another approach to Performance Assessment. ISMAUT'is actually

complementary to the fuzzy set based methodologly just dscibed. It begns with the

idetification of line item progams that can be used to fix perceived C3 deficiencies. The

problem at hand is then the rank ordering of the various progruams. The chiallenge in using

IStIAUT is to select and quantify those utilities which will asees; the degree to which the

indivtieul line item programs will entiec the national 03 support posture.

13M1AUT Is a product of a grou at the University of Virginia 3sitems Science Departmentf fl

represents a genereization of an existing multi-attribute paradigm. As output, it produces

daminemc digraphstim sing 'ben" of alternatives, all of which dominaet lower ranking

alternatives.

In tfhelmea( J& we begonwith an eistingtool. Nodevelopment was roealrd. but some

tailoringwms in order. Inaeunee thecontractorwastasked to givethe tool a'miliary point job'I

by which we mon adopt it for general use in the Pentagon decision making environment.

Us. of 13IIAUT

IS1MAUT is a model suitable for a growp decision making environment although it can as well be

alternetivee, and set of attributes which the alternatives share. The information is input toue ai.a niiel naonestIu oetem leiisifraino eso

matrix whom rows are the alternative programs, and whose columns are the attributes. Once

the rows and columns are identified, thes following information is required.

3-4
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a Any pairwisa preferences among the set of alternative programs.

o Any trade-off weights between the attributes where the description of the weighting

maV be ImprecisesuchuaA I )A2 orA3.

o Utility scorn for each attribute on each alternative at the lowest level of disagreption

whomduescription ofthsecoring mo be Imprecise suchasUl I U2 or somew'hat los

Imprecise such as U2 a 2*U3.

A key feature of the model is that &Wy of the foreging inputs may be modified Interactively by

the user a the decision pvoea proceeds.

Typically th~e user/decision maker's prim"r input is pairwise comparison of alternatives, anid

also changes In trade-off wueigts for attributes. The cotice and intial configuration of fth

utilities is tpically a stW function. The smeIs true of the trade-off weiohti Thus, ISMAUT

is a mumegment tool which provides a matting grourtd bewe decision maker end supporting

staf and which anplays the ston points of each. The input tableau Is stimmariued in figure 9.

(FIOURE 9 (ICES HERE)I

Mt each iteraion ISMAU constructs and soves a large number of linter programming equations

(thiouwend). Weore ish Iteration a oonststan check is mob for all currant input daet and

choloe of ordering Practically speaking the consistmncy check exercises a powerful discipline

on the user. Unlike the fuzzy PAR methodlrov which 'forgets', iSMAUT quite clearly

'remember all input When we attempted to apply ISMAT directly to the performanc

itsems Iamnt proo, there was very little domfinac of any kind. All options fit into the saein

band. Further attempts at specification ran afoul of the consistmncy check. haInring the

number of attributes to upwards of 30 or so did not help either. The coniclusion we r 1e wt 'a
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PROBLEM ATTRIBUTES

COST RELIAB'TY IMPORTANCE COLOR ETC.

P PROGRAMI
RA
0 L PROGRAM2 (I MPREC I SELY
BT
L E PROGRAM3 S P E C I F I E D
ER
M N PROGRAM4 UT I LIT I ES)

A
T
I
V .

E
, S

STAFF'S DOMAIN (ATTRIBUTES)

DECISION (UTILITIES COUPLE STAFF &

MAKERS DECISION MAKER)

DOMAIN
(ALTERNATIVES)

Figure 9: (Upper) Input Matrix Set Up for ISMAUT
* (Lower) Participants Inter-Relationship Thru Input Matrix
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that the basic input to peformance massesmmnt was so uncertain as to be consistent with

virtually any hypothesis if one does not prune information. Greater specificity only made the

situation worse., which Is something characteristic of fuzzy decision procsseas. Although we

were able to apply 13MAUT to a number of test cases, the Intial PAR daet proved too inconsistent

to got meaningful results.

13MAUJT to calftle of creating multi-level attribute hierarchy by ng~qdltng lowest lovel

attributes Into lumped attributes which themselves may be eam further sawegated. Trade-off

weights betwee the super attributes may also be input. Without significantly consistent results

we could not apply the attribute aggegation feature to the problem. Inconsistency also ruled out

use of the so called inve, ae othlan making feature which taice preferred alternatives as Input.

It then outputheU trade-off weights necessay to achieve that result

Future Work with ISIAUiT

From knowedge gained by rewor'king the data base gathered for the fuzzy approach to the PAR,

and from a knowledg of what were the driveirs of the assessment pioces we are agin working

with ISMAUT. The challenge is now to =wntruct portfolios of prop'ams Future work by the

developers of ISMAUT will permit input of the degree to which alternatives ustistfy additional

critu'is imposed on the utilities pmse In the form of positive and negative worth. Still more

advanced work Is contemplate in the form of functional specifications for Implementation of

expert ,stow techniques for asearching solutions for portfolios of alternatives which satisfy

staew g~ols.

Summary

We have adopted a model for complementary use with the fuzny assessment program which must
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work within asmarnller envelope of uncertainty then the fuzzy ussessnient to construct packages

of line item programs which will change C3 operational reedliness at high levels.
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